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Thiopurine Therapies
Problems, Complexities, and Progress With Monitoring

Thioguanine Nucleotides
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Abstract: Metabolism of thiopurine drugs—azathioprine,

6-mercaptopurine, and 6-thioguanine—has provided a powerful

pharmacogenetic model incorporating polymorphism of the enzyme

thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT) and the primary active metab-

olite, thioguanine nucleotide (TGN). However, a sense of uncertainty

about the usefulness of TGNs and other thiopurine metabolites has

appeared.

This review critically appraises the basis of thiopurine metabolism

and reveals the problems and complexities in TGN research.

Erythrocyte TGN is used in transplantation medicine and in chronic

inflammatory conditions such as Crohn’s disease, as a ‘‘surrogate’’

pharmacokinetic parameter for TGN in the target cells: leukocytes or

bone marrow. It is not generally appreciated that erythrocytes do not

express the enzyme IMP dehydrogenase and cannot convert mercap-

topurine to TGN, which explains some of the confusion in inter-

pretation of erythrocyte TGN measurements. TGN routinely measured

in erythrocytes derives from hepatic metabolism. Another concern is

that TGN are not generally assayed directly: most methods assay the

thiopurine bases. Ion-exchange HPLC and enzymatic conversion of

TGNs to nucleosides have been used to overcome this, and may

reveal undisclosed roles for an unusual cytotoxic nucleotide, thio-

inosine triphosphate, and methylated thiopurines. There appear to be

additional interactions between xanthine oxidase and TPMT, and

folate and TPMT, that could predict leukopenia. Difficult questions

remain to be answered, which may be assisted by technological

advances. Prospective TGN studies, long overdue, are at last

revealing clearer results.
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Therapeutic drug monitoring of thiopurine therapy was
initially limited to plasma 6MP and urinary excretion of

the xanthine oxidase metabolite thiouric acid.1–3 The latter was
useful for compliance assessment but did not provide any
indication of therapeutic response. Development of an assay
of thioguanine nucleotides (TGN) in red blood cells was an
advance in monitoring thiopurine therapy.4–6 This arose from
an appreciation of the metabolic pathways for thiopurines,
which utilize the salvage pathways of endogenous purines.7

Coincident with the assay of TGN were the first descrip-
tions of polymorphic variation in the activity of thiopurine
methyltransferase (TPMT), which inactivates thiopurines, and
its role in life-threatening leukopenia experienced by some
patients on thiopurines.8–10 An inverse relationship was dem-
onstrated between erythrocyte TPMT activity and TGN levels,
and, importantly, high erythrocyte TGN levels correlated with
bone marrow toxicity in TPMT deficient patients receiving
thiopurines. This demonstrated a direct link between TGN and
therapeutic effect.8,11,12 With subsequent descriptions of TPMT
mutations and their effects on drug response, thiopurines have
provided an important model for pharmacogenetics, with TPMT
and TGN representing primary parameters to establish the
viability of this model.13–17 As a result, TGN has been studied
by many laboratories worldwide and extensively reviewed.18–29

Assay of erythrocyte TGN has become commonly used as a
‘‘surrogate’’ pharmacokinetic parameter for intracellular levels
of TGN in target cells, ie, peripheral blood leukocytes or bone
marrow precursors.15,30 At the very least, this has proved use-
ful for assessing thiopurine compliance and confirming severe
thiopurine toxicity in cases of complete TPMT deficiency.31,32

But although it has been suggested by some groups that TGN
can be used to monitor response reliably,19,33–35 it has become
increasingly apparent that erythrocyte TGN levels are highly
variable, even in the same patient, and that they do not reli-
ably provide sufficient information to predict efficacy or
toxicity.28,36–38 A sense of uncertainty about differences be-
tween TGN methodologies and applications for measuring
erythrocyte TGNs and other thiopurine metabolites has
arisen.39–43

ERYTHROCYTE NUCLEOTIDE SYNTHESIS IS
LIMITED TO SALVAGE PATHWAYS

Before speculating on possible clinical roles for erythro-
cyte TGN and other thiopurine metabolites, an appreciation of
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purine metabolic pathways and the unusual nature of
erythrocyte nucleotide synthesis is essential (Fig. 1).

Purine nucleotides are synthesized in nucleated cells by
an energetically expensive de novo pathway to form the mono-
nucleotide inosine monophosphate (IMP). But nucleotide
levels can also be maintained by salvage of the endogenous
purine bases, hypoxanthine and guanine, via phosphoribosyl-
transferase activity (HPRT) to form IMP and guanosine mo-
nophosphate (GMP), respectively. IMP is a central nucleotide.
It is converted to the adenosine nucleotides (AMP/ADP/ATP)
via succinyl-AMP synthase and adenylosuccinate lyase, and to
the guanosine nucleotides (GMP/GDP/GTP) via IMP dehy-
drogenase and GMP synthase, and to their deoxy equivalents
via ribonucleotide reductase. Adenosine (and deoxyadenosine)
can be salvaged by adenosine kinase or degraded by adenosine
deaminase, and deoxyguanosine can be utilized by mitochon-
drial kinases. The base adenine, a by-product of polyamine
synthesis, is salvaged by adenine phosphoribosyl-transferase
(APRT). Nucleotides are broken down to the bases by nucle-
otidases and phosphorylases. Guanine and hypoxanthine bases
that are not salvaged are catabolized by guanase and xanthine
oxidase to form uric acid as an endpoint of purine metabolism
in humans.

On the other hand, the mature erythrocyte, lacking a
nucleus, does not have full purine functionality. The de novo

synthetic pathway is not present. Nucleotide salvage is also
limited: erythrocytes provided with radiolabeled hypoxanthine
under physiological conditions in vitro salvage it to form ra-
diolabeled IMP but are unable to further metabolize this to AMP
or GMP because of absence of adenylosuccinate synthase and
IMP dehydrogenase, respectively.44,45 Erythrocytes also do not
produce deoxy nucleotides and lack xanthine oxidase to pro-
duce uric acid. Despite these metabolic deficiencies, the
erythrocyte maintains high levels of ATP, GTP, and other
nucleotides. Erythrocyte ATP does not rely on adenine salvage
via APRT because patients with inherited APRT deficiency
exhibit normal erythrocyte ATP levels. In contrast, patients
with inherited HPRT deficiency show reduced levels of eryth-
rocyte guanosine nucleotides.46 The principal mechanisms left
for maintaining purine nucleotides in erythrocytes are thus
salvage of adenosine (for ATP) and guanine (for GTP) (Fig. 1):
these 2 purines are presumably absorbed by the erythrocyte
during its circulation through other tissues. Surprisingly, IMP
does not accumulate in erythrocytes in vivo,47 leading to the
hypothesis that the erythrocyte may act as a ‘‘carrier’’ for
hypoxanthine.48 This may be directly relevant to TGN levels,
as explained below.

SOME PARADOXES EXPLAINED AND
PREDICTIONS MADE

Monitoring TGN and Why Erythrocytes Are
Not an Ideal Cell for This

6TG is a guanine analogue, and erythrocyte purine sal-
vage pathways can readily convert this to thio-GMP and TGN
via HPRT (Fig. 2).49 On the other hand, 6MP is a hypoxanthine
analogue. Although it is ‘‘salvaged’’ by HPRT to form thio-
IMP, IMP dehydrogenase is required to form thio-GMP and
TGN. (Deoxythioguanosine and perhaps thioguanosine may
also be salvaged by deoxyguanosine kinase.)

Monitoring leukocyte TGN in patients on 6MP/AZA
makes metabolic sense because there is an active route, via
IMP dehydrogenase, for TGN synthesis in these cells (Fig. 2).
But the serious flaw in the concept of using erythrocyte TGN
as a ‘‘surrogate’’ marker for 6MP/AZA drug monitoring is that
the erythrocyte lacks constitutive IMP dehydrogenase and can-
not convert 6MP to TGN. The erythrocytes of patients on
6MP/AZA must therefore make TGN indirectly, by absorbing
6TG from tissues that are capable of converting 6MP to 6TG
via the circuitous nucleotide route shown in Figure 2.50 It has
been previously suggested that erythrocyte TGN may be
formed from thiopurine ‘‘metabolites’’ formed in hepatic and
nonhepatic tissues,51 and 6TG has been shown to accumulate
in vitro following incubation of liver extracts with 6MP.52

Despite these problems with the origins and control of eryth-
rocyte TGN, some authors have proposed (and patented) a
closely defined ‘‘normal’’ therapeutic range for erythrocyte
TGN.53,54 We suggest, however, that erythrocyte TGN levels
are more likely to reflect integration of hepatic metabolism
rather than target white cells, and thus, any ‘‘normal’’ result
does not necessarily reflect the immunomodulated status of the
patient.

FIGURE 1. Synthesis and degradation of endogenous purine nu-
cleotides. (1) De novo synthesis of IMP; (2) IMP dehydrogenase
and (3) GMP synthase convert IMP to GMP, or (4) succinyl-
AMP synthase and (5) adenylosuccinate lyase convert IMP to
AMP. (Steps 1, 2, and 4 are normally absent in erythrocytes).
Salvage occurs via (6) hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl-
transferase/HPRT, (7) adenosine kinase and (8) adenine
phosphoribosyl-transferase/APRT; kinases convert AMP, GMP,
and IMP to di- and tri-phosphates. (9) ITPase returns ITP to
IMP; nucleotidases and phosphorylases catabolize nucleotides
to bases. (10) Guanase and xanthine oxidase then break down
hypoxanthine and guanine; deoxynucleotides are produced
via ribonucleotide reductase (not shown). Abbreviations:
AMP/ADP/ATP, adenosine mono-/di-/tri-phosphate nucleoti-
des; GMP/GDP/GTP, guanosine nucleotides; IMP/IDP/ITP,
inosine nucleotides; Guo, guanosine; Ado, adenosine; Ino, inosine.
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Why TPMT Heterozygosity May Cause Early
Nausea and Late-Onset Leukopenia

The conversion of 6MP to TGN in erythrocytes by
a more circuitous metabolic route explains the poor correla-
tion seen among 6MP dosage, erythrocyte TGN, and clinical
effects, particularly bone marrow toxicity.51 This would also
explain why HPRT has not been found to correlate with
erythrocyte TGN levels because the rate-limiting steps would
occur in the conversion of 6MP to 6TG.55 Nonetheless, it has
been clearly established that in the extreme case of completely
TPMT-deficient patients given normal-dose 6MP/AZA, there
is a good correlation between high erythrocyte TGN and
severe bone marrow suppression.18,31,32,43

An early study reported an inverse relationship of TPMT
activity versus TGN levels and clinical response.8 In keeping
with this putative relationship, some studies have found hetero-
zygous or intermediate TPMT levels associated with higher
TGN levels and improved response.56,57 Other studies have
failed to find any significant correlation between heterozygous
TPMT levels and TGN levels or outcome.34,56,58,59

Toxicity will be increased in a tissue when and where
TGN levels are raised. Thus, the mode of drug delivery
should determine the side effects experienced. Early studies
concentrated on leukemic patients who received intravenous
6MP, for which the most common side effect was bone marrow
suppression. Because first-pass metabolism is important, we

would predict that heterozygous patients receiving full-dose
oral thiopurine would be at higher risk of initially developing
gastrointestinal toxicity and nausea. This appears to be the
case for Crohn’s disease and rheumatoid arthritis patients,
where it has been reported that nausea is a primary side effect
experienced by patients with reduced TPMT activity.28,60–63

From this, we would predict that heterozygotes would be more
likely to withdraw from therapy, but those who overcome the
nausea and persist with a full-dose regimen may develop late-
onset bone marrow suppression and other side effects.29,56,60

Oral (versus intravenous) delivery of 6MP/AZA would also be
predicted to be associated with increased risk of hepatotox-
icity, and this has also been reported in at least 1 study (see
below: ITPase metabolites).

Why Erythrocyte TGN Is Much Higher in
Patients on 6TG Without Causing Leukopenia

The scheme shown in Figure 2 also explains the dif-
ferences in TGN profiles between patients on 6TG and those
on 6MP. It has been recommended that patients who prove
intolerant to 6MP may benefit from 6TG therapy.49,64,65 Eryth-
rocytes of patients on 6TG accumulate far higher apparent
levels of TGN than for corresponding doses of 6MP.38,49,51,65,66

We propose that this is because erythrocytes are able to
directly incorporate 6TG into TGN, in contrast to the indirect
route for TGN incorporation with 6MP. This also means that to
achieve equivalent levels of TGN with 6MP, the tissues
converting 6MP to 6TG must themselves be subjected to very
high TGN levels and will thus be prone to toxicity.

Leukocytes are capable of making TGN directly from
6MP, and this fact is supported by the observation that
equivalent doses of 6MP and 6TG produce similar TGN levels
in lymphoblastic leukocytes. Thus, peripheral blood leuko-
cytes more closely reflect the TGN exposure in other tissues
including bone marrow stem cells.

PROBLEMS WITH MEASURING TGN
The serious weakness in the methods for assaying TGN

by most laboratories is that they do not directly measure the
thiopurine nucleotides. Most ‘‘TGN’’ studies measure the
thiopurine bases derived from TGN by reversed-phase HPLC
technology but report these as the nucleotides. There are a
number of technical concerns about the validity of these
methods.

First, it is presumed that the breakdown of the nucle-
otides by acid hydrolysis—a common procedure in the
methods—has a high efficiency. But this does not appear to
be confirmed against known nucleotide standards in many
laboratories because of the lack of commercially synthesized
TGN and of standardization of locally synthesized TGN.
Second, concern has been raised67 about differences among
methodologies used to assay ‘‘TGN’’ by pointing to a lower
recovery from the original acid hydrolysis method of Lennard
compared with that of Dervieux and Boulieu.4,68 This concern
has been answered in depth.69 However, the problem remains
that the actual TGN level is unknowable by either acid
hydrolysis method. Third, a serious concern also arises when
these methods report ‘‘TGN’’ in patients who are receiving

FIGURE 2. Synthesis and degradation of thiopurine nucleo-
tides. 6MP and 6TG are ‘‘salvaged’’ by (6) HPRT to thio-IMP
and thio-GMP; thio-IMP is converted to thio-GMP via (2) IMP
dehydrogenase and (3) GMP synthase; kinases convert thio-
GMP and thio-IMP to di- and triphosphates; thio-ITP may be
a substrate for (9) the futile ITPase cycle; deoxythionucleotides
are produced via ribonucleotide reductase (not shown); 6MP
and 6TG are also catabolized via (10) xanthine oxidase or (11)
thiopurine methyltransferase/TPMT; thio-GMP may also be
methylated by TPMT (not shown); (deoxy)thioguanosine may
be salvaged by deoxyguanosine kinase or catabolized to
6TG. Abbreviations: AZA, azathioprine; 6MP, 6-mercaptopu-
rine; 6TG, 6-thioguanine; thio-GMP/GDP/GTP, thioguanosine
mono-/di-/triphosphate; thio-IMP/IDP/ITP, thioinosine nucleo-
tides; thio-Ino, thio-Inosine; thio-Guo, thioguanosine; Me,
methyl-.
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6TG because there can be no discernment between unmetab-
olized drug being carried in erythrocytes or leukocytes and the
hydrolysis derivatives of TGN. Values for ‘‘TGN’’ reported in
patients on 6TG using acid hydrolysis methods must therefore
be regarded as contentious until proved otherwise.

Two methodologies have attempted to overcome these
weaknesses. An ion-exchange HPLC method capable of direct
assay of a range of thiopurine nucleotides has been used to
describe TGN distribution in leukemic lymphocytes.70 This
used locally synthesized nucleotide standards for the three
TGN forms, thio-GTP/GDP/GMP. The method was replicated
in the Purine Research Laboratory at Guy’s Hospital, London,
and results were reported.71 The clinical significance of this
assay is that it can discern (1) TGN from 6TG, and so it can be
used for patients receiving 6TG drug; and (2) thio-ITP from 6MP,
and may thus be useful to study toxicity in ITPase-deficient
patients (see below). But the method is not simple to maintain
and requires nucleotide standards that are not easily obtainable.

More recently, a method has been described for indi-
rectly assaying thiopurine nucleotides by enzymatically con-
verting the TGNs to nucleosides rather than bases, which are
then analyzed by reverse-phase HPLC.72 This method has been
established at our laboratory in Brisbane. Although this does
not differentiate between thio-GTP/GDP/GMP, which merely
reflect the energy charge of the cell, it does provide more direct
evidence of TGN and other thionucleotide levels. In particular,
the erythrocyte level of thioinosine can be taken as a measure
of thio-ITP (because thio-IMP, like IMP, does not normally
accumulate in erythrocytes in vivo) and as such may be the
best hope for confirming the presence of this unusual nucle-
otide (see below). The method also discerns methyl-thio-IMP
from methyl-6MP and methyl-thio-GMP from methyl-6TG
(see ‘‘Methylated Thiopurines’’).

From a laboratory viewpoint, it is currently unattractive
to measure TGN in the target cells, ie, leukocytes because their
purification is tedious and requires a greater volume of blood—a
practical consideration with pediatric patients. However, ide-
ally TGN levels should be assayed directly in nonstimulated
peripheral leukocytes or leukemic cells.72

Related to this, a fourth and unresolved problem with
measuring TGN arises from the preparation and identity of the
cells used for assay. Red and white cell nucleotides are labile
and subject to degradation soon after a blood sample is taken,47

the degree of degradation being a function of factors such as
time, the anticoagulant used, and temperature of storage. One
group has made a study of this,73 but in the absence of any
standard procedure for blood collection and handling, TGN
ranges between laboratories will not necessarily be compa-
rable. In addition, laboratory preparations of ‘‘erythrocytes’’
typically contain highly varying levels of contamination by
leukocytes, and this could significantly affect TGN assays. We
have found that in vitro incubation of ‘‘erythrocytes’’ with
6MP yielded primarily methyl-thio-IMP, but a small amount of
TGN was also found, revealing the contribution of leukocyte
contamination (unpublished data). In contrast, leukocyte frac-
tions, though tedious to prepare, are usually relatively free of
erythrocytes, although again the level of contamination may
vary significantly between laboratories depending on the
methods used.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF OTHER
THIOPURINE NUCLEOTIDES

Methylated Thiopurines
Although early pharmacogenetic research demonstrated

the relationship among low TPMT, high TGN, and bone marrow
toxicity, some studies also linked higher TPMT with nonrespon-
siveness to AZA65,74 and from this association evolved the con-
cept that higher methylation might correlate with nonresponse.75

Subsequently it has been reported that non-responsive
patients who were dose escalated had a higher incidence of
hepatotoxicity accompanied by high red cell ‘‘methyl-thio-IMP,’’
a putative product of erythrocyte TPMT.62,76 However, as with
TGN, doubts have arisen concerning this interpretation. A re-
lationship among dose escalation, increased erythrocyte methyl-
thio-IMP, and hepatoxicity has not been confirmed by other
key studies.57,77,78 The usefulness of measuring red cell methyl-
thio-IMP must also be questioned because ‘‘surrogacy’’ of
erythrocyte methylated thiopurines has not been established for
liver thiopurine toxicity. In fact, erythrocytes of patients re-
ceiving AZA/6MP appear to preferentially accumulate methyl-
thio-IMP compared with other cells: this is 1 thiopurine me-
tabolite that they do make efficiently, compared with leukocytes
or liver.38,52,66,79,80

Interest in methyl-thio-IMP arose because of a possible
immunosuppressive role: the molecule has been shown to
inhibit purine de novo synthesis in vitro.81,82 This effect,
however, has not been demonstrated in vivo for patients re-
ceiving thiopurines (this could be achieved by measuring
purine production as uric acid excretion). But a question also
remains over which is the principal methylated metabolite of
6MP. Nearly all workers have used acid hydrolysis to produce
methyl-6MP but report this as ‘‘methyl-thio-IMP.’’ Only one
report79 has directly compared levels of methyl-thio-IMP (using
enzymatic digestion of the methylated nucleotide to its nucle-
oside equivalent) with levels of the methyl-6MP base (assayed
by the usual acid hydrolysis method). Surprisingly, this report
concluded that methyl-thio-IMP was the only TPMT product
in erythrocytes, and this conclusion has been widely quoted
since. However, the reported relationship between methyl-
thio-IMP and methyl-6MP was significantly different from
equivalence, with the majority of patients having methyl-6MP
levels higher than methyl-thio-IMP (in some patients this was
almost double). This suggests that erythrocytes accumulate
varying proportions of methyl-6MP and its nucleotide, methyl-
thio-IMP, perhaps in response to genetic or environmental factors.
This may be significant for leukocyte toxicity in view of
the putative inhibition of de novo purine synthesis by methyl-
thio-IMP rather than methyl-6MP.

Methylated thiopurines may have other clinical signif-
icance. ‘‘Methyl-thio-IMP’’ is produced by lymphoblastic cells
during in vitro incubation with 6MP,80,83 but as predicted by
Figure 2, methyl-thio-GMP is not found. Although nodular
regenerative hyperplasia, or veno-occlusive disease, is rarely
observed with AZA/6MP therapy, it is a common enough side
effect of 6TG therapy to cause concern.64,84–86 We speculate
that methyl-6TG (or methyl-thio-GMP), as a major metabolite
of 6TG,40 may be a causative agent or marker of this serious
side effect.
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ITPase Metabolites
The importance of developing a more direct assay for

thiopurine nucleotides has been highlighted by the recent
finding that polymorphic deficiency of the enzyme inosine
triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase (ITPase) is associated
with significant side effects from AZA/6MP therapy, including
pancreatitis, rash, and flu-like symptoms.63 It was hypothe-
sized that the side effects associated with ITPase deficiency
result from accumulation in tissues of an unusual cytotoxic
nucleotide, thio-ITP (Fig. 2). One retrospective study has
failed to confirm this association,87 and proof of this theory
will depend on further prospective studies demonstrating thio-
ITP accumulation. ITPase is also important because it provides
a model for nucleotide analogues having organ-specific toxicity.
This may explain the variety of side effects to thiopurines,
including ‘‘allergic’’ pancreatitis observed in some individuals.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND
FURTHER RESEARCH

The Physiological Role of TGN
Despite over 30 years of research, there is still a paucity

of evidence for the physiological targets of TGN in vivo. A
quoted range for therapeutic efficacy of erythrocyte TGNs in
patients taking 6MP/AZA is 230–400 pmol/8 3 108 cells.
Assuming an average erythrocyte volume of 90 fL, this
equates to an intracellular concentration up to 6 mmol/L. TGN
concentrations in erythrocytes of patients on 6TG have been
reported to have medians of 650–1400 pmol/8 3 108 cells, ie,
up to 20 mmol/L. In leukocytes of patients on 6MP/AZA or
6TG, TGN concentrations are typically reported to range from
1200 to 1500 pmol/8 3 108 cells, or up to 10 mmol/L as-
suming an average lymphocyte volume of 200 fL.

TGN has been shown to incorporate thiopurine bases
into DNA,88 which itself carries an increased risk of carci-
nogenesis,34,89,90 and inhibition of DNA synthesis has been
shown to be an effect of 6TG incorporation.91 More recently,
G-proteins such as Rac-1 have also been implicated in down-
regulating immune function in the presence of TGN.92

Significantly, the affinity constant (Km) values for these
proteins for guanosine nucleotides (for which TGNs are the
drug analogues) are in the low micromolar range, compatible
with observed concentrations in vivo calculated above.93 Other
reported gene expression targets include tumor necrosis factor-
related apoptosis-inducing ligand, tumor necrosis factor recep-
tor superfamily member 7, and a4-integrin.94

The target cells for TGN action have also surprisingly
defied discovery. Thiopurine therapy was initially shown to
reduce T-cell suppressor cells in a mouse model,95 but a
subsequent study in Crohn disease patients has found aza-
thioprine produces an overall, less specific decrease in periph-
eral blood leukocytes and neutrophils,96 as predicted by other
mouse studies.50 Apoptosis of proliferating lymphocyte clones
would explain why intravenous loading of 6MP/AZA does not
accelerate the pharmacodynamic effect of these drugs,97

because the pharmacodynamic effect should be determined
by which lymphocytes are activated at any particular time as
well as by the level of TGN in the target cell.

The Enigma of Xanthine Oxidase
Other non-TGN mechanisms may also be at work. One

possibility is a cytotoxic role for oxidative radicals. Xanthine
oxidase/dehydrogenase and aldehyde oxidase provides addi-
tional pathways for 6MP/AZA breakdown.50 While the role
of aldehyde oxidase has not been studied, xanthine oxidase
converts 6MP (and 6TG following guanase conversion to
thioxanthine) to thiouric acid (Fig. 2) in human liver and gut
(and to a lesser extent in the kidney). Allopurinol inhibits xan-
thine oxidase, thus theoretically increasing the conversion ef-
ficiency of 6MP to TGN. Bone marrow toxicity arising from
co-administration of allopurinol and 6MP/AZA is well docu-
mented and this apparent increased efficacy has even been
used as a basis for improving azathioprine response.98 Further-
more, raised erythrocyte �TGN� has been demonstrated in the
patients receiving allopurinol.99 The recommended �rule of
thumb� is to reduce 6MP/AZA dosage to a third or less of
normal for a patient also receiving allopurinol.100

However, this rule does not fit quantitatively with the
observation that patients with complete TPMT deficiency are
extremely sensitive to thiopurines, showing excellent thera-
peutic response and high TGN levels on about 5% of normal
dose. This predicts that about 95% of 6MP is normally ca-
tabolized by TPMT and contradicts the experience with allo-
purinol, which suggested that at least two-thirds of a normal
dose is catabolized by xanthine oxidase.

Complex interactions may be at work. Using cultured
liver cells, two independent groups have shown that thiopurine
hepatotoxicity may be attributable to mitochondrial damage by
superoxide free radicals generated by xanthine oxidase.101,102

Consequent cytotoxic mechanisms include activation of cell
apoptosis and immunogenic mechanisms including heat stress
proteins. Interestingly, a role for oxidative damage by thiopurines
was initially suggested from clinical studies using azathioprine
in combination with allopurinol,98 where increased bone mar-
row toxicity was found to be accompanied by decreased renal
graft toxicity.

The tissue distribution of xanthine oxidase may also
explain this effect. In liver, gut, and kidney (where xanthine
oxidase activity is high) allopurinol may primarily protect cells
from oxidative damage. But in bone marrow (where xanthine
oxidase is very low or absent), the increased cytotoxicity of
thiopurines in the presence of allopurinol may relate to reduc-
tion of first-pass metabolism resulting in improved efficiency
of bone marrow production of TGN. In addition, it may be
significant that oxypurinol—the active form of allopurinol—is
a hypoxanthine analogue that also forms a nucleotide analogue
of IMP.103 We suggest that an area for further research might
include the possibility that allopurinol metabolites could pro-
duce an in vivo inhibition of TPMT and/or ITPase.

Unexplained Leukopenia
Although TPMT is important to thiopurine response, it

is not the only factor causing bone marrow suppression. Between
half and three-quarters of all cases of leukopenia arising during
thiopurine therapy appear to have a normal TPMT genotype
and phenotype.60,104 This suggests that other pharmacological
factors or metabolic pathways may be relevant to thiopurine
therapy. These include imidazole sensitivity,105 drug
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interaction (eg, aminosalicylates, allopurinol, co-trimoxazole,
and diuretics),26,29,74 and intercurrent illness (eg, parvovirus).29

The genetics of drug transporter polymorphisms (eg, MDR
gene) is poorly understood for thiopurines and may be another
aspect waiting to be discovered.

An interesting model for unexplained leukopenia can be
hypothesized for the effect of folate metabolism on TGN. Poly-
morphism of a key folate gene, MTHFR, which regulates sup-
ply of the S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM) cofactor for TPMT
activity, has recently been implicated in thiopurine response.106

Previous studies have noted that an antifolate drug, metho-
trexate, increases thiopurine sensitivity and raises TGN
levels.42,107–109 An explanation for this effect has been previo-
usly hinted.82 We suggest that folate depletion reduces intracel-
lular levels of SAM, the cofactor of TPMT, causing a reduction
of TPMT activity and higher thiopurine bioavailability to form
TGN. A normal activity assay may not necessarily demon-
strate this loss of TPMT activity because the assay substrates,
6MP and SAM, are usually provided in excess.

We predict that low-dose methotrexate may thus provide
an ideal TPMT antagonist for unresponsive patients who have
documented low TGN levels and are considered to have a ‘‘fast
TPMT’’ phenotype. Conversely, folate-depleted individuals on
thiopurines, for example Crohn’s disease patients with low
folate or with an adverse MTHFR genotype, may be predicted
to suffer unexplained leukopenia as a result of raised TGN
levels.

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that thiopurines have served as an excellent

model for the emerging science of pharmacogenetics, both in
terms of providing clear correlations between gene defects
versus drug response and in demonstrating that interacting
genes (eg, TPMT, ITPA, MTHFR) may produce a range of dis-
crete clinical responses. But complex issues remain. Although
it is clear that a relationship between erythrocyte TGN and
clinical effect does exist in some form, all other relationships
are in question. If there is to be a better understanding of the
mechanisms of thiopurine efficacy and side effects, then TGN
and methylated thionucleotides need to be measured more
rigorously, preferably in the target cell. In particular, for re-
search into TGN interactions with G-proteins such as Rac-1,
it will be essential to distinguish thioguanine nucleotides from
the drug base. Technological advances may assist. At Guy’s
Hospital, London, a semiautomated assay of TPMT based on
tandem mass spectrometry to measure methyl-6MP assay
product has been in routine use for over three years. Such ad-
vanced technologies may also assist more direct TGN assays.
Improved measurement of thiopurine nucleotide metabolites
will permit more accurate clinical correlations with genotype
and therapeutic effect as well as those side effects that have
a typical dose–response character.

On the other hand, elucidation of the poorly understood
but all-too-common hypersensitivity and allergic side effects
associated with 6MP/AZA may require further insight into
molecular and immunogenic mechanisms. Prospective studies,
long overdue for such a well-studied model, are at last re-
vealing clearer results. But the persistence of poorly conceived

analytic methodology and incomplete concepts will only result
in the literature continuing to be muddied by publications
purporting clinical correlations that cannot be critically upheld.
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